
Bi-Weekly Bulletin
Message from the Headteacher 

Welcome to our latest edition of the SET Beccles Bi-Weekly 
Bulletin.
 
Today we have gone ‘live’ with SET Beccles School on Google 
Classrooms. So what does this mean?

• The week will start and end with a Virtual Assembly at 8.30am. 
o Have you watched today’s yet? 
o Set your alarm to make sure you don’t miss the next one!

• Classes will begin at 9am and finish at 1pm for Year 7, 8 and 9.
• Classes will begin at 9am and finish at 3pm for Year 10.
• Teachers will plan, set assignments, upload videos and classwork based on the timetable 

below:  
 

• 

Teachers will then provide ‘live’ feedback on your questions and work produced based on 
the following days: 

News Update for
Monday 20 April 2020

Mr D Lees 
Headteacher



Each assembly will also be a time to:
1. Celebrate the amazing work that you have produced and to recognise your 

achievements. So let us know what you have been doing, however weird and wonderful. 
Send in your pictures and videos to Beccles@seckfordeducation.org.uk or tag us on 
Instagram #becclesschool

2. Launch a 6C Challenge. Each assembly we will launch a new challenge for you to take 
part in. Some will be as individuals, like today’s one, and some will mean that you will 
need to work together in your tutor group. Every assembly I will announce the winner.

So, here is today’s 6C’s Challenge:
• Challenge 1 is ‘The Plank’

The Plank is one of the easiest core exercises to do; it strengthens your abdominal region, 
bottom, upper thighs, arms and shoulders. It can be done anywhere, anytime, in almost any 
clothing and as competitively as you like. Last year, a Chinese police officer held the position 
for an unthinkable eight hours, one minute and one second, setting a new world record.

So let’s try and set a new ‘Plank’ record for SET Beccles
• Take a picture or video of yourself doing ‘The Plank’  

o Tag us into your video or picture on Instagram #setbeccles 
o Email your video or picture to Beccles@seckfordeducation.org.uk

• I will then announce the winners on Friday! 
 
 
 

As of today over 80% of the School have signed up and logged on 
‘live’ to Google Classrooms to hear the first virtual assembly. 

Make sure that you are not missing out!



The perfect forearm plank in five steps:

1. Lie on your front with your fists clasped, elbows pushed into your sides by your ribs, 
forearms on the floor and toes tucked under. 

2. Push your bodyweight up so that it’s resting on your forearms and feet, in a straight line 
parallel to the floor. 

3. Squeeze the muscles in your bottom and thighs and push your heels together (this 
increases the muscle tension in your legs and bottom), while pulling up on your pelvic 
floor. 

4. Check your back and bottom aren’t popping up or caving in and that you are making a 
straight line from heels to head, so that your neck is parallel to the floor. 

5. Relax your facial muscles. You could even try a smile (although only the floor should see 
that).

There is so much for you to do and get involved in, so please don’t sit back, join in, take part 
and we can all achieve together in this difficult time.

So please stay safe and stay well.

Mr D Lees, Headteacher



Foodbank Information
For any parents needing support from foodbanks at Halesworth, Beccles 
and Bungay you can just turn up at the given time and location.

Lowestoft is working slightly differently. To register for a foodbank voucher 
you will need to attend Lowestoft Job Centre or Library on Wednesday or Friday, 9:30am - 12:30pm.

You can also refer to the following sites:
https://waveney.foodbank.org.uk/get-help
https://waveney.foodbank.org.uk/get-help/foodbank-vouchers/

If you are struggling to afford food and self-isolating please call: 07484394749

This is classed as an essential journey.

Food Bank Name Address of base 
or main contact  Postcode Hours of Operation 

 Contact 
Telephone 

Number 
Email contact 

 Gunton Baptist Church Montgomery Ave, 
Lowestoft NR32 4DZ Friday 10.00 -2.00 01502 

586216 
joanna.stevenson@trusselltrust.

org 

 Lowestoft Community Church 
The Depot 8 

Hadenham Road, 
Lowestoft 

NR33 7NF 
10.00 - 2.00 

Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday  

01502 
537527 

sam@lowestoft.foodbank.org.uk 
or 

info@lowestoft.foodbank.org.uk 

United Reformed Church Lowestoft London Road North, 
Lowestoft NR32 1HB Tuesday 10.00-12.00 01502 

537527   

Whitton Life Café  4 The Green, 
Lowestoft  NR33 9AZ Thursday 11.30-2.00 01502 

537527   

St Edmunds Church Kessingland - 
Food bank  

St Edmunds Church 
Hall, Kessingland  NR33 7SJ Sat 10.00 -12.00 01502 

537527   

 St Luke's Church -Waveney Food 
bank 

61 Rigbourne Hill, 
Beccles NR34 9JQ Monday 2.00-4.00                                             

Friday 3.00-5.00 
01502 

716370 becclesparish@gmail.com 

Beccles Baptist Church  Station Rd, Beccles NR34 9QQ Wednesday 10.30-
12.30     

Sharel  ( Beccles) 2 Northgate, 
Beccles NR34 9AS Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri 

10.00 - 3,00     

Waveney Food bank  Ilketshall  
Unit 4, Little beck, 

Ilkeshall ( near 
Beccles) 

NR34 8NB 
Tuesday 9.30-12.00                           
Wednesday 9.30-

12.00 
07484394749 info@waveney.foodbank.org.uk 

Bungay Community Centre Upper Olland Street 
Bungay NR35 1BH Tuesday 10.00-12.00, 

Friday 1.00-3.00     

St Mary's Church - Halesworth 
Food Bank 

Steeple End, 
Halesworth  IP19 8LL Wednesday 10.30 -

12.00 
01986 

874517   

 

Important Parent Information

We have been alerted to a website that potentially puts children and young adults at risk 
and we advise strongly that you check your children’s access to the site.
 
The site is www.omegle.com and it promotes and sets up the opportunity to connect with 
random strangers with the strap line ‘Your friends are boring. Strangers are better.
 
Access to this should be avoided completely as it opens up significant risk.
 
If you would like any support please do not hesitate to contact us at the school.

Mrs S Power, Assistant Headteacher









Year 7 

 

Cross Trust Competition: Reading for Discovery 
 

The best readers use books like stepping stones. They’ll read one thing and it will 
lead to another….and another…and another. If you read something interesting, it 
should spark your curiosity to find out more. That’s what this Cross Trust 
Competit ion is all about. All entries should be submitted by Thursday 8 May. 
You are going to be given a ‘mystery poem’ for your starting point.  You need to: 

 

Step 1 

Read your poem, Mrs Stein by Bill Dodds, and decide for yourself what it’s all about.  
(Think about the topic of CONFLICT we have been studying this term.)  

 

Step 2 

Go hunting, and find the following items: 

1. A song that you think links to your text.  

You could choose a song because the lyrics link to what you have read.  Or, the 
melody might seem to ‘suit’ what you have read.   You could even choose a film 
soundtrack that you think would make a good accompaniment to your text. 

 
2. A photo or painting that links to your text. 

Use google image, magazines or newspapers or look through some books that 
contain paintings.  Find an image that you think represents the ideas in the poem.  
You could even choose a painting or photo that contains colours that you feel link to 
your text in some way.  

 



3. A news story OR information text that links to your extract. 

Find a news story that links to your text in some way. Use online newspapers for 
this. Search through old stories by using search boxes on newspaper websites 
themselves – all old news stories are archived. Alternatively, you might choose to do 
some factual research about the poet or the poem. 

4. Create something that connects with your interpretation of the poem. 

You could make a model, maybe using playdoh or Lego or bits and pieces lying 
around the house. You might prefer to make a collage, draw a picture, sew, write or 
record a play, lyrics, a soundtrack, a poem or a short story… the possibilities are 
endless. Do what you love. 

 

Step 3: Present your findings 

You can choose how to present your findings.  You could make a giant mind map on 
A3 paper - a basic format is given below. Include copies of (or extracts from) your 
song, image, news story and ‘creation’ onto your mind map, along with one or two 
sentences explaining how and why you think it is linked to your text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternatively, you could make a video, create a scrapbook or collage or even use 
Pinterest (https://www.pinterest.com/) to collect your findings and give your teacher 
the link, or use Video Star to film your ideas.  Be as creative as you like – because 
we like creative!  

 

Mystery text 
title and author 

Song link (what 
you chose, why 
you chose it) 

Image link (what 
you chose, why 
you chose it) 

News story link 
(what you chose, 
why you chose it) 

My creation and 
why  I chose to 

make it. 

https://www.pinterest.com/


Mrs. Stein 
BY BILL DODDS 

 

The school bell rings, we go inside, 

Our teacher isn’t there. 

“Maybe she’s sick!” her pet cries out. 

Yeah, right. As if I’d care. 

  

I have a D in Language Arts, 

My grade in maths the same. 

And now my teacher might be sick. 

Could be I’m part to blame. 

  

She doesn’t like me, that’s a fact, 

I wouldn’t tell a lie. 

She says stuff like: “You’re very smart, 

But you don’t even try.” 

  

I start to laugh—my teacher’s sick! 

And boy, I’m feeling fine . . . 

When someone knocks the door right in, 

And there stands Frankenstein. 

  

She’s six-foot-eight, her dress is black, 

She’s wearing combat boots. 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/bill-dodds


I start to gasp, she growls and says, 

“I’ll be your substitute.” 

  

The teacher’s pet is whimpering; 

She doesn’t stand a chance. 

The smart kid stares and points and faints. 

The bully wets his pants. 

  

“My name is Mrs. Stein,” she says, 

And every student cringes. 

She leans the door against the wall, 

She’s knocked it off its hinges. 

  

“Now let’s begin. You there! Stand up!” 

She looks me in the eye. 

I try to move, my legs won’t work. 

I know I’m going to die! 

  

In one big step she’s next to me, 

And she does more than hover. 

She blocks the sun, it’s dark as night, 

My classmates run for cover. 

  

“Now get up to the board,” she says. 

“I’d like to see some action. 



Pick up the chalk, explain to us 

Division of a fraction.” 

  

I leap away to save my life, 

This time I really try. 

I think and think and think and croak, 

“Invert and multiply.” 

  

“Correct! She says. I breathe again 

And head back for my chair. 

“You, FREEZE!” she shouts, and I stop cold. 

“And don’t go anywhere.” 

  

This all begins at nine o’clock, 

I fight to stay alive. 

It seems to last a million years— 

The clock says nine-o-five. 

  

That’s just three hundred seconds, 

And then my turn is through. 

She points at every one of us— 

“Now you. Now, you. Now, you.” 

  

We all get nailed this awful day, 

There’s nowhere we can hide. 



The lunch bell rings, we cannot eat, 

We simply crawl outside. 

  

We can’t believe the other kids 

Who run and play their games. 

Not us, who have big Mrs. Stein— 

Our world is not the same. 

  

The bell has tolled, I must go in, 

My time on earth is through. 

I’ll leave this on the playground— 

Here’s what you have to do. 

  

You must listen to your teacher 

And pray her health is fine, 

Or one day soon you’ll hear the words: 

“My name is Mrs. Stein.” 
 

 

 

 



Year 8 

 
Cross Trust Competition: Reading for Discovery 

 

The best readers use books like stepping stones.  They’ll read one thing and it will 
lead to another….and another…and another.  If you read something interesting, it 
should spark your curiosity to find out more.  That’s what this Cross Trust 
Competit ion is all about. All entries should be submitted by Thursday 8 May. 
You are going to be given a ‘mystery poem’ for your starting point.  You need to: 

 

Step 1 

Read your poem, Tarantella by Hilaire Belloc, and decide for yourself what it’s all 
about.  (Think about the topic of JOURNEYS we have been studying this term.)  

 

Step 2 

Go hunting, and find the following items: 

1. A song that you think links to your text.  

You could choose a song because the lyrics link to what you have read.  Or, the 
melody might seem to ‘suit’ what you have read.   You could even choose a film 
soundtrack that you think would make a good accompaniment to your text. 

 
2. A photo or painting that links to your text. 

Use google image, magazines or newspapers or look through some books that 
contain paintings.  Find an image that you think represents the ideas in the poem.  
You could even choose a painting or photo that contains colours that you feel link to 
your text in some way.  

 



3. A news story OR information text that links to your extract. 

Find a news story that links to your text.  Use online newspapers for this.  Search 
through old stories by using search boxes on newspaper websites themselves – all 
old news stories are archived.  Alternatively, you might choose to do some factual 
research about the poem or the poet. 

4. Create something that connects with your interpretation of the poem. 

You could make a model, maybe using playdoh or Lego or bits and pieces lying 
around the house.  You might prefer to make a collage, draw a picture, sew, write or 
record a play, lyrics, a soundtrack, a poem or a short story… the possibilities are 
endless.  Do what you love. 

 

Step 3: Present your findings 

You can choose how to present your findings.  You could make a giant mind map on 
A3 paper - a basic format is given below. Include copies of (or extracts from) your 
song, image, news story and ‘creation’ onto your mind map, along with one or two 
sentences explaining how and why you think it is linked to your text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternatively, you could make a video, create a scrapbook or collage or even use 
Pinterest (https://www.pinterest.com/) to collect your findings and give your teacher 
the link, or use Video Star to film your ideas.  Be as creative as you like – because 
we like creative!  

 

Mystery text 
title and author 

Song link (what 
you chose, why 
you chose it) 

Image link (what 
you chose, why you 

chose it) 

News story link 
(what you chose, 
why you chose it) 

My creation and 
why I chose to 

make it. 

https://www.pinterest.com/


Tarantella  
 
Do you remember an Inn, 
Miranda? 
Do you remember an Inn? 
And the tedding and the spreading 
Of the straw for a bedding, 
And the fleas that tease in the High Pyrenees, 
And the wine that tasted of tar? 
And the cheers and the jeers of the young muleteers 
(Under the vine of the dark verandah)? 
Do you remember an Inn, Miranda, 
Do you remember an Inn? 
And the cheers and the jeers of the young muleteers 
Who hadn't got a penny, 
And who weren't paying any, 
And the hammer at the doors and the Din? 
And the Hip! Hop! Hap! 
Of the clap 
Of the hands to the twirl and the swirl 
Of the girl gone chancing, 
Glancing, 
Dancing, 
Backing and advancing, 
Snapping of a clapper to the spin 
Out and in -- 
And the Ting, Tong, Tang, of the Guitar. 
Do you remember an Inn, 
Miranda? 
Do you remember an Inn? 

Never more; 
Miranda, 
Never more. 
Only the high peaks hoar: 
And Aragon a torrent at the door. 
No sound 
In the walls of the Halls where falls 
The tread 
Of the feet of the dead to the ground 
No sound: 
But the boom 
Of the far Waterfall like Doom. 

 
 
 
By Hilaire Belloc 



Year 9 

 

Cross Trust Competition: Reading for Discovery 
 

The best readers use books like stepping stones.  They’ll read one thing and it will 
lead to another….and another…and another.  If you read something interesting, it 
should spark your curiosity to find out more.  That’s what this Cross Trust 
Competit ion is all about. All entries should be submitted by Thursday 8 May. 
You are going to be given a ‘mystery poem’ for your starting point.  You need to: 

 

Step 1 

Read your poem, Two Scavengers in a Truck, Two Beautiful People in a Mercedes by 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and decide for yourself what it’s all about.  (Think about the 
topic of IDENTITY we have been studying this term.)  

 

Step 2 

Go hunting, and find the following items: 

1. A song that you think links to your text.  

You could choose a song because the lyrics link to what you have read.  Or, the 
melody might seem to ‘suit’ what you have read.   You could even choose a film 
soundtrack that you think would make a good accompaniment to your text. 

 
2. A photo or painting that links to your text. 

Use google image, magazines or newspapers or look through some books that 
contain paintings.  Find an image that you think represents the story.  You could 
even choose a painting or photo that contains colours that you feel link to your text 
in some way.  

 



 

3. A news story OR information text that links to your extract. 

Find a news story that links to your text in some way.  Use online newspapers for 
this.  Search through old stories by using search boxes on newspaper websites 
themselves – all old news stories are archived.  Alternatively, you might choose to 
do some factual research on the poem or poet.   

4. Create something that connects with your interpretation of the poem. 

You could make a model, maybe using playdoh or Lego or bits and pieces lying 
around the house.  You might prefer to make a collage, draw a picture, sew, write or 
record a play, lyrics, a soundtrack, a poem or a short story… the possibilities are 
endless.  Do what you love. 

 

Step 3: Present your findings 

You can choose how to present your findings.  You could make a giant mind map on 
A3 paper - a basic format is given below. Include copies of (or extracts from) your 
song, image, news story and ‘creation’ onto your mind map, along with one or two 
sentences explaining how and why you think it is linked to your text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternatively, you could make a video, create a scrapbook or collage or even use 
Pinterest (https://www.pinterest.com/) to collect your findings and give your teacher 
the link, or use Video Star to film your ideas.  Be as creative as you like – because 
we like creative!  

 

Mystery text 
title and author 

Song link (what 
you chose, why 
you chose it) 

Image link (what 
you chose, why you 

chose it) 

News story link 
(what you chose, 
why you chose it) 

My creation and 
why I chose to 

make it. 

https://www.pinterest.com/


Two Scavengers in a Truck, 

     Two Beautiful People in a Mercedes 
 
At the stoplight waiting for the light 

   nine a.m. downtown San Francisco 

    a bright yellow garbage truck 

  with two garbagemen in red plastic blazers 

 standing on the back stoop 

   one on each side hanging on 

       and looking down into  

        an elegant open Mercedes 

  with an elegant couple in it 

The man 

 In a hip three-piece linen suit 

        with shoulder-length blond hair & sunglasses 

The young blond woman so casually coifed 

   with a short skirt and colored stockings 

      on the way to his architect’s office 

 

And the two scavengers up since four a.m. 

    grungy from their route 

  on the way home 

The older of the two with grey iron hair 

       and hunched back 

     Looking down like some 

        gargoyle Quasimodo 

And the younger of the two 

        also with sunglasses & long hair 

        About the same age as the Mercedes driver 

 

And both scavengers gazing down 

        As from a great distance 



  at the cool couple 

 as if they were watching some odorless TV ad 

  in which everything is always possible 

And the very red light for an instant 

         holding all four close together 

      as if anything at all were possible  

     between them 

 across that small gulf 

   in the high seas 

     of this democracy 

 

 

by Lawrence Ferlinghetti 

 
 

 



Year 10 

 

Cross Trust Competition: Reading for Discovery 
 

The best readers use books like stepping stones.  They’ll read one thing and it will lead to 
another….and another…and another.  If you read something interesting, it should spark your 
curiosity to find out more.  That’s what this Cross Trust Competit ion is all about. All 
entries should be submitted by Thursday 8 May. You are going to be given a ‘mystery 
poem’ for your starting point.  You need to: 

 

Step 1 

Read your poem, Two Scavengers in a Truck, Two Beautiful People in a Mercedes by 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and decide for yourself what it’s all about.  (Think about the topic of 
IDENTITY we have been studying this term.)  

 

Step 2 

Go hunting, and find the following items: 

1. A song that you think links to your text.  

You could choose a song because the lyrics link to what you have read.  Or, the melody 
might seem to ‘suit’ what you have read.   You could even choose a film soundtrack that you 
think would make a good accompaniment to your text. 

 
2. A photo or painting that links to your text. 

Use google image, magazines or newspapers or look through some books that contain 
paintings.  Find an image that you think represents the story.  You could even choose a 
painting or photo that contains colours that you feel link to your text in some way.  

 

 



3. A news story OR information text that links to your extract. 

Find a news story that links to your text in some way.  Use online newspapers for this.  
Search through old stories by using search boxes on newspaper websites themselves – all 
old news stories are archived.  Alternatively, you might choose to do some factual research 
on the poem or poet.   

4. Create something that connects with your interpretation of the poem. 

You could make a model, maybe using playdoh or Lego or bits and pieces lying around the 
house.  You might prefer to make a collage, draw a picture, sew, write or record a play, 
lyrics, a soundtrack, a poem or a short story… the possibilities are endless.  Do what you 
love. 

 

Step 3: Present your findings 

You can choose how to present your findings.  You could make a giant mind map on A3 
paper - a basic format is given below. Include copies of (or extracts from) your song, image, 
news story and ‘creation’ onto your mind map, along with one or two sentences explaining 
how and why you think it is linked to your text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternatively, you could make a video, create a scrapbook or collage or even use Pinterest 
(https://www.pinterest.com/) to collect your findings and give your teacher the link, or use 
Video Star to film your ideas.  Be as creative as you like – because we like creative!  

 

Mystery text 
title and author 

Song link (what 
you chose, why 
you chose it) 

Image link (what 
you chose, why 
you chose it) 

News story link 
(what you chose, 
why you chose it) 

My creation and 
why I chose to 

make it. 

https://www.pinterest.com/


Two Scavengers in a Truck, 

     Two Beautiful People in a Mercedes 
 
At the stoplight waiting for the light 

   nine a.m. downtown San Francisco 

    a bright yellow garbage truck 

  with two garbagemen in red plastic blazers 

 standing on the back stoop 

   one on each side hanging on 

       and looking down into  

        an elegant open Mercedes 

  with an elegant couple in it 

The man 

 In a hip three-piece linen suit 

        with shoulder-length blond hair & sunglasses 

The young blond woman so casually coifed 

   with a short skirt and colored stockings 

      on the way to his architect’s office 

 

And the two scavengers up since four a.m. 

    grungy from their route 

  on the way home 

The older of the two with grey iron hair 

       and hunched back 

     Looking down like some 

        gargoyle Quasimodo 

And the younger of the two 

        also with sunglasses & long hair 

        About the same age as the Mercedes driver 

 

And both scavengers gazing down 

        As from a great distance 



  at the cool couple 

 as if they were watching some odorless TV ad 

  in which everything is always possible 

And the very red light for an instant 

         holding all four close together 

      as if anything at all were possible  

     between them 

 across that small gulf 

   in the high seas 

     of this democracy 

 

 

by Lawrence Ferlinghetti 
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